DNA-Oriented Shaping of Cell Features for the Detection of Rare Disseminated Tumor Cells.
Metastasis of tumors is the major cause of death in cancer patients. The efficient detection of disseminated tumor cells (DTCs) is found to be critical for the early warning of tumor metastasis. However, it is technically difficult to identify DTC among circulation tumor cells (CTCs). In this work, we have proposed a DNA-oriented shaping strategy to convert the metastasis-associated feature of CTC into a dominant signature, making DTCs discernible. In detail, by performing the in situ DNA rolling circle amplification, invasive biomarkers at cell surface are specifically labeled with large amount of biotin-incorporated DNA strands. Therefore, isolation and detection processes of DTCs are significantly simplified. On a streptavidin immobilized ITO electrode, we demonstrated that these biotin-featured DTCs are efficiently captured, and as few as two cells can be electrochemically detected, with a linear detection range from 5 to 320 cells/cm2. Therefore, on the basis of the DNA-oriented shaping of cell, detection of DTCs becomes simple and sensitive, which may facilitate the process of rare DTC analysis. Besides, it is also promising to distinguish other cell types with this method in fields such as cell-based clinical diagnosis, systematic cell census, and tissue engineering.